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 This kind of design may look simple but it usually takes me many hours to get the proportions and colors just right. Everything has to lock together. I guess I am pretty much a plumber at heart. (Rothko 134)     Like Rothko, I put great emphasis on the material nature of my paintings. This concern goes well beyond the surface, to its support. I see the painting as a whole object where every detail needs special consideration even if it isn’t visible. The very first stretchers that I built were the product of following a shop tutorial that was offered at the school. I followed the instructions carefully, making the best example I could. The end result was a functioning stretcher that I should have been happy with, but I wasn’t. Even if the stretcher wasn’t visible I felt it still affected the quality of the work on a whole. The use of materials like hardboard, finger‐jointed pine and low‐grade fir just didn’t resonate well with me. Maybe it was my sculptural sensibility trespassing into painting but I decided to see if focusing some attention of the stretcher could make an impact. I chose oak to construct the three stretchers. The oak was dense, rich in color and had an appealing grain that I felt would lend a special quality to the finished work. The use of hardwood allowed me to construct it with thinner bars that had the same weight as the conventional stretchers and performed just as well. Adapting the original design from the tutorial, I came up with a more streamlined and unique plan for the stretchers. The result was a completely solid oak stretcher, fastened with brass nails and sanded to a satin smooth natural surface.     There is a dynamic tension in a well‐stretched canvas. The optimal canvas for my paintings was a thicker cotton duck that had a nice tight weave but still retained some elasticity. The selected canvas provided a surface that absorbed plenty of gesso but didn’t soak right through to the other side. The back of the canvas was as important as the front. Also I didn’t want the paint to stain the oak stretchers. Once primed with several layers of a 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Interview by Craig Houser)    In much the same way, I was returning to work with the table as the subject of my sculpture. In the past, I had created several versions of sculptural tables all dealing with the space in and around this object. There was a sense that I was picking up where I left off, but also approaching it differently. My recent investigations into painting and sculpture had changed my perspective. I found I had more sensitivity to the sculpture as a whole concept. In particular, the material concerns were becoming more effectively aligned with the conceptual basis of my work. The knowledge and skill developed in working with stone and 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metal was no longer restricted to the medium. I was taking my knowledge, and applying it to other materials. My tables in the past had been constructed using stone and bronze. This unusual material translation came to dominate the focus of the work. I wanted to take a more subtle approach, where the sculpture looked more like the vernacular tables of our everyday experience. In my sculpture, Aside, this meant making it from wood, a typical material used in the construction of tables.     In my practice, drawing was becoming a way for me to explore possibilities quickly and easily. The drawings had their own unique perspective, which was not entirely accurate but described the general form. Unable to decide on a direction, I resolved to proceed intuitively without any definite plan. This like before kept my focus on my engagement with the materials and processes. My experience in woodworking was primarily limited to the work done with painting stretchers. In the woodshop where I worked, I was fortunate to have the advice of several experts. I was learning about the range of possibilities as I engaged with each process. I adapted as needed, finding a form in conversation with the tools and guided by my intuition. In this way, I was able to achieve both the refinement and responsiveness desired in the final form.    I became primarily concerned with the space underneath the table. Rachel Whiteread’s sculpture Yellow Leaf, 1989, is an historical example of a sculpture with similar concerns. I found myself interested in addressing the space under the table, but taking a different approach. In Aside, the sculpture took the form of a table, carefully composed to draw the viewer’s attention to the space beneath the surface. Whitread describes that “with the first table piece that I made I wanted to give the space underneath the table some sort of authority.” (Whiteread, Interview by Michael Archer) In casting the space underneath the table, Whiteread felt that it was “monumentalizing a space that is ignored” (Whiteread, 
Interview by Michael Archer). Her work evokes a complex range of responses and reflections. For Whiteread casts were also a way “to think about the properties that define what we know to be our objects of material culture” (Hornstein 58) In Yellow Leaf, the residues and imprints specific to this table become even more important with the knowledge that it is a cast of her grandmothers table. However, there is an emotional 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Immediate Experience    All of my room pieces ‐ or any architectural pieces I’ve made ‐ really have to do with observing. There is a sense of puzzlement in just looking at them and thinking: “we live in that kind of place. How do we function physically within a place like that?” This is definitely what I do when I look at my works. I think about how they effect me physically. (Whiteread, Interview by Craig Houser)    I have come to understand that having an immediate experience with a work of art has everything to do with engaging the body. It could be described as a gut reaction to the object in front of you. I saw materials and weight as an important way to physically engaging the audience. Whiteread’s work has been described as evoking “a visceral response to the tactility of the material; its presence and sheer imagined weight wholly engages our eye and sharpens our focus on the nature of materiality altogether” (Hornstein 67) This notion of “imagined weight” is the critical aspect of this process. It should be pointed out first that in most of Whiteread’s plaster sculpture the actual weight is less than the “imagined weight.” This is because the sculptures components, in Yellow Leaf for example, are hollow. The forms have the appearance of solidity, while still remaining manageable in this lighter form. Even so, imagining weight has a powerful effect on the body in which we as viewers engage all our senses in an attempt to gauge it. A viewer essentially lifts the object in their body, a feat they could never accomplish in reality, even if the gallery allowed it. The key to understanding the sculpture as solid is in its reduction to a homogeneous mass. The plaster needs to be outwardly unified in form and surface to be carried through and solidified in the imagination of the viewer.     In my work Aside, the outward surfaces of the sculpture are all visibly the same. The sculpture is completely constructed from wood with a consistent surface treatment throughout. This allows for an instant communication of its material composition and solidity. The sculptural weight is perceived in a much more subtle manner than that of Whiteread’s sculpture. In Aside, the weight is distributed across the sculptural framework, understood as heaviest in the outer legs and progressively becoming lighter toward the centre of the work. There is an attempt to engage the body and also direct the viewer 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through a transition of weight. This is quite different from the experience of Whitereads casts where “movement is limited [and] rare” (Hornstein 61).    The sculptural form in Aside, is based on a mirroring of the table and is positioned to achieve a total symmetry. My placement of the work several inches from the wall prevents the viewer from walking around it. This helps to establish a back and front, concentrating the focus on a single view. My idea behind this configuration was to reveal all critical dimensions of the form and draw the viewer into the experience of the work in a single glance.   






The different materials that I used to box things in became quite important. With the bath pieces I used shuttering, which is very rough plywood used when digging holes in the road. I like the idea of this space that you dig into, but I was kind of doing the opposite with it. I’m always very careful with those kind of details. They’re not accidental. (Whiteread, Interview by Michael 
Archer) 
   The materiality of the sculpture and its craft was extremely important to Whiteread. In the bath pieces, like Ether, the materials that she used to frame the casting would be critical because of the imprint it would leave on the surface of the plaster. However minimal the texture, the outer surface was one of the primary locations of visual perception and communication. Whiteread speaks about her understanding of plaster as being a material that “picks up meticulous detail.” (Whiteread, Interview by Michael Archer) The surface of my own material, maple wood, had its own incredible detail in its unique grain patterns. Working with the tools and the material, required a special attention to the grain and its orientation. Achieving structural strength and reducing warping, required constantly considering the grain and aligning it with the forces at play in the structure. This method of working was concerned with the practical implications of creating form that would maintain its intended structure. In addition the wood grain was also the visual surface of the work, not only describing the material composition but also lending its own pattern. The directional quality of the grain pattern, had potential to add to the sense of movement in the work. Properly aligned, the grain emphasized the symmetry of the work, directing the viewer up through the centre of the sculpture.     The grain pattern of the maple wood also pointed to the living quality of this natural material. It shows the record of the trees growth, illustrating its transformation over time. The grain became a link to my purpose of creating a transformative experience for the viewer and perhaps a form of metaphor for personal growth. The material had a sense of still being alive, slowly shifting and twisting in the process of construction. Each component 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 The works often are very sort of formal looking, but I think that was never an intention. You know it’s not that I’m trying to make the straightest line or the most beautiful curve, it really comes from the thing that I’m physically casting and have chosen to cast, so maybe the formalism comes from the actual spaces and the interpretation for me but not finally the sculpture. (Whiteread, Interview by John Tusa)    Whiteread’s casts are generally understood as the result of casting the spaces in and around found objects. She states, “I’ve always used found objects, things made for simple everyday usage” (Whiteread, Interview by Michael Archer). In Yellow Leaf, the casting of space underneath this typical dining room table, results in several plaster blocks with a simple shape. There is as she explains a “formal” quality to the shapes that result from the structure of the table. There is a definite relationship to architecture, in which the mold is comprised of support walls, the ceiling of the tabletop and the structural legs. Whiteread’s many other casting of the insides of buildings and various architectural spaces, points to her extension of this relationship. 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